27th July 2019

In acknowledgement of questions and requests for up-dates, I am delighted to respond. Some background
and history first:
Professor J.R. Worsley (JR): See www.worsleyinstitute.org for bio.
Judy Becker Worsley (JBW): See fwww.worsleyinstitute.org for bio.
College of Traditional Acupuncture (CTA), Leamington Spa; JR Founder and President until left CTA
1992.
Master Apprentice Program℠ (MAP℠): A program JR with me started in 1997 to give practitioners an
opportunity to receive direct instruction from him. MAP continues to thrive under WI, in collaboration
with my leadership and close collaboration with other senior practitioners.
Worsley Five-Element Acupuncture℠ (Wf-EA℠): a.k.a. “Classical Five-Element Acupuncture”. An ancient
lineage handed down as an oral tradition through the centuries and transmitted by JR’s masters to him in
the 1950’s. They gave him the title “Master”. He designated me to be his successor.
Worsley Inc (Winc): The company JR and I registered in Florida in 1997, which continues to operate
under an active Board of Directors.
Worsley Institute of Classical Acupuncture (WICA): The school JR and I started in Miami, Florida, in
1988. We closed it in 1997.
Worsley Institute (WI): In 1997 JR, JBW and MAP members registered this not for profit organisation in
the USA. Its purpose is to preserve, protect, and promote JR’s teachings in its purest form, as it was taught
to him.
Worsley Intellectual Property Trust (WIPT): JR and I established in 1997 to hold, disseminate and
authorise the use of Worsley Intellectual Property.
Delighted to Announce:
WI, in collaboration with Winc, is hosting an entry-level programme in various locations both for
participants who may have no previous training as well for as those trained in other types of acupuncture.
This programme resurrects JR’s original training approach: “A Way of Life”. This approach is devoted to
following natural law in the service of others and includes a deep understanding that we are each a Unique
Individual (not a category identity) deserving to be seen and treated according to the natural order and not
human-made order.
This programme resurrects the original content of JR’s training: Simplicity (“less is more”), relevancy, and
the highest quality. We are dedicated to transmitting this oral lineage as it was ordained. The details
regarding class presentation, home study (only interesting, fun and relevant projects with no busy work),
examinations (no such thing as “Fail”), low costs in terms of marketing (the best marketing is to model the
work and be the change you wish), venue and admin are in harmony with this Way of Life.
I have recommended a teaching pool (8-10) who have completed Teacher Training Advanced (with JR and
me or, since his death, with the WI team and me), established a strong relationship with WI, and live in
accordance with the principles of this ancient lineage: humble attitude, modesty in action, respect for
natural law and respect for human-made law (without worshipping it as being supreme over natural
order). “The best teachers are those who remain students” (JR). The members of the teaching pool are in
regular attendance at MAP and Consultations.

We are featuring the same curriculum, pacing and sequencing of JR’s original training. I started training
with JR in 1973 and was fortunate to have my complete training, including entry-level, with him (until his
death in 2003). I was no stranger to academia. I had attended a prestigious, private university in the US for
an undergraduate degree; subsequently, while staying with my dad after my mom died, I attended a local
university where I received a Doctorate in Jurisprudence. Neither of these challenging academic
experiences compared to the higher level of engagement, intensity, depth of learning and quality of
teaching offered by JR. We had such fun learning! This dynamic of learning and growth is as it should be
and as we intend our programme to be.
We are working on the details of this programme. There is a second intake of a similar WI-hosted
programme in Portland this year, prospects for one in Sydney, and definite plans to start one in the UK in
March, with an informative Open House on the 14th of September 2019 (beautiful we could hold this day on
JR’s Birthday!) at our home in order to present further details and discuss with attendees the needs of
potential students.
As programmes are formalised, each location will announce particulars.
We are excited with these future prospects and hope you will join us.
Please check www.worsleyinstitute.org for updates.
Warmly,
Jude

